
SUGGESTIONS FOR GOALKEEPER PRE-GAME WARM-UPS 

Each individual goalkeeper will have their own specific needs that need to be addressed in warm-ups, and specific 

time constraints may vary greatly depending on the particular game. These general categories should all be covered 

in some fashion during the warm up. Adjust to fit your specific needs. 

1. Dynamic Stretching: 

Most keepers in our club will be familiar with some type of dynamic stretch from SAQ training.  Activities can be 

performed over an 18 yard area, to mimic movement in the penalty area.  These include: marching, hand kicks, open 

/ closed gate, march into leg press, back Lunge, forward Lunge, side lunge; also try skips, side skips, or cross skips.  

Finally, perform some static stretches (upper body as well). 

2. Easy Handling:  

Coach serves from ground or volley, keeper sets and uses “W,” basket, or front smother. Serve at keeper. 

3. Easy Diving Progression: 

 

Seated, kneeling, standing diving progression: low and medium (not high yet); about 8 each side 

4. In goal footwork pattern and handling: 

Use these movements to get used to your angles in the goal.  Put cones two yards diagonally off each post and one 

mid-goal about 4 yards out.  Footwork should involve setting from lateral, forward and backward starting positions.  

For example, keeper moves from post to a cone, then sets and handles. Or, move goal line to a cone and set—or 

move from middle cone back to goal line and set.  Handling should be a mix of W catches, basket catches and front 

smothers.  Serves should be within shuffling distance to start.   If a goal is not available, set up cones to mimic the 

appropriate distances that will be covered in the game. 

 

5. In goal diving: 

Use same footwork patterns as in 3, but now keeper is diving.  For example, footwork can be in from a post and set 

at a cone, and then the dive can be back to the near post or to the far post.  Or, footwork can bring the goalkeeper to 

the middle cone, and dives can be to the sides.  Low, medium and high dives should be included.  Balls can be 

served with the feet from the coach or by throw.  On the middle zone, try to work in two each of the following: 1-

step, 2 step and cross step dives.  Side zones are all 1 step. 

6. Crosses: 

Crosses can first be mimicked by a coach throwing balls in from about 10 yards out. Keeper can practice the ‘j’ run 

and jumping off correct leg.  Then, live crosses from different distances and wide angles can be handled as time 

permits. Serve some from far out but straight in front of goal; be sure to include drop steps for chipped balls. 

7. Live Shots from Team or Coach 
 

8. Distribution: 

The starter can step out of live shots to get a bit of distribution in.  It may be the keeper’s preference to do this 

earlier in the warm up, which is fine.  Goal kicks, punts, throws, and drop kicks if needed. 

9.Breakaway collections: 

I like to see the keeper finish with this: a nice breakaway collection with a loud keeper call.  Coach can take a big 

touch to let the keeper run on, or balls can be set out at random places in the penalty area. 


